
INTRODUCING THE FACTORY OPTIC SYNCRO-LINK SERVO32

ON DEMAND … YOU ASKED FOR IT AND NOW, HERE IT IS!

Ideal for complex camera setups such as 3D or multi-camera arrays 
Drive up to 32 lens motors from a single Preston Hand Control! 

Our newest bespoke production tool is made to order and customizable … and  
may even be available as a rental item (you tell us!). The Factory Optic SYNCRO-LINK 
SERVO32 allows you to replicate control over multiple Preston Cinema MDRs with a 

single hand unit. The SERVO32 makes it possible to connect up to 7 additional MDRs to 
your system, giving you the ability to control up to 32 lens motors* using 8 MDR-3s and  

a single Preston Cinema hand unit. Works with MDR-2 and MDR-3

Our newest bespoke production tool is made to order and customizable. The SYNCRO-LINK SERVO32 allows 
you to replicate control over multiple Preston Cinema MDRs with a single hand unit. Works with MDR-2, 
MDR-3 and MDR-4 motor drivers. SERVO32 makes it possible to connect up to 7 additional MDRs to your 
system, giving you the ability to control up to 32 lens motors. Control iris on 32 lenses or configure it to 
replicate focus and iris channels on up to 16 prime lenses, all from a single Preston Cinema hand unit. 
Additionally, you now have the ability to map up to 28  replicated lens motors with individual lens maps per 
motor. This allows you to use lenses with non-identical lens barrels and even lets you mix and match your 
lenses. You can shoot in confidence that all lenses are hitting the same mark as your hand-set.

For more information, visit www.factoryoptic.com

Shooting plates  
for VFX and need to ride 
iris on more than 4 lenses?  
Want to add a focus motor to your  
array so you’re not stressing about a lens  
barrel getting bumped? Need a new solution?

http://www.factoryoptic.com


“Another game-changer!”
With a single Preston Hand Unit and 8 Preston Cinema 
MDR-3 motor drivers, you can control up to 32 lens motors. 
With 8 Preston Cinema MDR-2 motor drivers, you can  
control up to 24 lens motors.*

OPTIONS 
MANY! 

This is one of our many  

bespoke products 


that is made to order and is always 

customizable to your specific 


production needs.


CONTACT US 
 for a variety of build options


Made in the U.S.A.

SPECIFICATIONS 

Connections

MDR

1 x Primary and 7 x Replica - 4 pin Lemo 0B.304 
POWER

1 x Power Input: 2 pin Lemo 0B.302 (optional) 
(6.5-33VDC @ 3W). Unit can be powered by Primary 
MDR-3 or MDR-4. When using MDR-2 as primary,

 external power on 2-pin Lemo is recommended 


Physical

Dimensions: 5.3" x 3.8" x 1.3" (136mm x 98mm x 
34mm)

Weight: 10oz (290g)

Mounting: 3/8”-16 and multiple 1/4”- 20 options


Compatibility

Preston Cinema MDR-2 firmware v1.58 

Preston Cinema MDR-3 firmware v1.144 

Preston Cinema MDR-4 firmware v1.065

optional

PWR

For more information, visit www.factoryoptic.com
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http://www.factoryoptic.com

